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Product Name
 
Pre-Glued Veneer Edgebanding

Producer

TECE Dekor A.S. 
BOSB 75. Yil Bulvari No:12 Nilufer / Bursa /  Turkey
Tel : +90 224 242 2100(pbx)
Fax : +90 224 243 8525

Description

Veneer edgebanding is made from slices of real wood; therefore, it works like real wood 
(it can be painted, varnished to match the other parts of wood furniture). 
Veneer edgebanding is produced by joining individual pieces of veneer together 
into a continuous roll with invisible finger-joints. The veneer sheets are color and 
design matched at the points of transition from one sheet to another. 
Pre-glued veneer edgebanding is essentially used in straight edges.

To give a wood finishing look to the furniture, veneer edges make it easy for the 
users to compile the furniture. With hot melt backed veneer edgebanding, the 
product can be applied with iron or hot air blower.

Specif ications

Species : It is real wood; therefore, it is unavoidable to get color change at each order. 
Species of Oak, Beech, Pine, Mahogany, Ash, Cherry, and Walnut are usually kept in stock. 
Artificial and other species might be available upon request.

Surface : Pre-glued veneer edgebanding is pre-sanded and therefore ready for final finishing.

Hotmelt : EVA based hotmelt is used on the back side of the product. Approximately 
300 gr of hotmelt is applied to one square meter of edgebanding. When applying 
the edgebanding with an iron, the temperature should be about 160 °C - 170 °C. 
Users should make sure that the hotmelt is actually melted on the board surface.

Available Sizes

The width of the veneer edge banding can change based on the customer demand 
(such as 18mm, 22mm, 38mm or etc). The thickness of edgebanding is 0.55 mm ± 0.05mm 
(without the hotmelt glue). 

The length of standard rolls is 50mt. This can also change if the customer desires.
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Application Instructions

Fleece-backed veneer edgebanding can be applied to the board with EVA based 
hotmelt in edgebanding machine.

Packaging

Each 5 rolls are shrink-wrapped with plastic nylon.

The standard box dimensions are 35cm x 35cm x h : 46cm.
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